
Issues in Model-Based Flow ControlSridhar Ramesh and Injong RheeDepartment of Computer ScienceNorth Carolina State UniversityRaleigh, NC 27695-7534AbstractThis report examines potential stability problems associated with a modelbased apporach to TCP-friendly ow control for non-TCP tra�c. In speci�c,such an approach involves using a TCP-friendly formula that estimates thethroughput of a TCP session with the same end-to-end tra�c characteristics asthe non-TCP connection under consideration. The inputs to this formula in-clude the round trip time, the timeout value, and the packet loss fraction of theconnection. This paper shows that estimating the loss fraction per transmittedpacket highly depends on the current transmission rate of the connection aswell as the actual loss fraction of the path. Thus the estimated loss fractioncan contain errors which result in inaccurate estimation of the correspondingTCP throughput. This inaccuracy can push the transmission rate of the non-TCP connection away from the fair share of the bottleneck bandwidth on theend-to-end path, so that under steady state, the connection ends up receivingeither over-allocation or under-allocation of bandwidth.1 IntroductionCongestion control is an integral part of any best-e�ort Internet data transport pro-tocol. It is widely accepted that the congestion avoidance mechanisms employed inTCP [1] have been one of the key contributors to the success of the Internet. Aconforming TCP ow is expected to respond to congestion indication (e.g., packetloss) by drastically reducing its transmission rate and by slowly increasing its rateduring steady state. This congestion control mechanism encourages the fair sharingof a congested link among multiple competing TCP ows. A data ow is said to beTCP-friendly if at steady state, it uses no more bandwidth than a conforming TCPconnection running under comparable conditions.1



Recently we have seen several e�orts to develop a stochastic model of TCP con-gestion control that gives a simple analytical formula for the throughput of a TCPsender as a function of packet loss and round trip time (RTT) [2, 7, 3]. These e�ortsare propelled by the interests in using the formula for TCP-friendly ow control of anon-TCP ow such as UDP tra�c [6, 8] and reliable multicast [5]. Typically, theseow control schemes work as follows. A receiver monitors packet loss rates and roundtrip delays, and using a TCP friendly formula, it estimates the throughput of a TCPconnection running under the same operating conditions. The estimated throughputis sent as feedback to the sender. If the feedback throughput is less than or equal tothe current transmission rate of the non-TCP ow, then the sender sets its rate tothe feedback throughput. Otherwise, it increases its rate.The stochastic model used by Padhye et al. [3] makes the TCP throughput esti-mation based on the following assumptions:� When a packet is lost, all subsequent packets in the same RTT round are lost.� The probability that a packet is lost in an RTT round, given that no previouspacket in the same round is lost is independent of packet loss in earlier rounds.Call this probability lact.To measure lact of a TCP ow under observation, Padhye et al.[3] counts thenumber of TCP loss indictions (triple duplicate acknowledgements, and timeouts) overa certain period, and divides the result by the total number of packets transmitted byTCP over that duration. This is an approximation. Let lapp be the expected value ofthe resulting value. lapp is used as input to their formula to estimate the throughputof a TCP connection under observation.When a non-TCP ow is regulated using the formula, it is not possible to computelapp since the ow may use a di�erent window size. Instead, Handley et al. [5] andPadhye et al.[4] estimate lact on the non-TCP ow by dividing the number of lossevents by the total number of packets transmitted. Loss events are registered asfollows. The �rst packet loss is counted as a loss event. Following this, there is aback-o� for the duration of an RTT during which no packet loss is counted. The next2



packet loss after this back-o� is counted as a loss event, followed by another RTTback-o�, and so forth. Let the expected value of this be lest.Let B be the total bandwidth shared among n TCP sessions, and one non-TCPow running on the same end to end path. The objective of TCP-friendly algorithmsis to ensure that the rate � of the non-TCP ow is maintained at the fair sharegiven by Bfair = Bn+1 , in steady-state. The known TCP-friendly algorithms achievethis by a feedback mechanism. Speci�cally, an estimate of the throughput on eachof the n TCP sessions is fed back to the sender which then uses this to regulate itstransmitting rate �. Assuming that the TCP sessions share the residual bandwidthequally, the steady-state throughput of each TCP session is B��n . Ideally, this is theparameter which must be fed back to the sender. It can be seen that when � > Bfair,B��n < Bfair, and when � < Bfair, B��n > Bfair.However, as discussed earlier, the TCP throughput estimate is calculated based onthe loss fraction of packets on the non-TCP ow. This obviously means that errorsin estimating the loss fraction could lead to errors in estimating TCP throughput.In the following sections, we show that this indeed happens, and could even result inunfair allocation of bandwidth. In particular, we show that:1. When � > 1RTT (i.e., one packet per RTT), lest < lact. As a result, by substi-tuting lest for lact in any formula which estimates TCP throughput based onlact, we obtain an erroneous estimate. This results in over-estimation of thethroughput.2. When � < Bfair, lest > lapp. Thus, substituting lest for lapp in a formula estimat-ing TCP throughput based on lapp gives us an erroneous estimate. This resultsin over-estimation of the throughput.3. When � > Bfair, we could have lest < lapp under certain conditions. Thus,substituting lest for lapp in a formula estimating TCP throughput based on lappgives us an erroneous estimate and under-estimation of TCP throughput.4. The formula used to estimate TCP throughput, such as the one provided in [3],may itself have some inaccuracy. 3



5. Depending on the starting rate of �, these errors introduced in TCP throughputestimation push � further away from the fair share, rather than forcing it toconverge to the fair share. Thus, at steady state, the non-TCP ow may endup receiving either over-allocation or under-allocation of bandwidth.In Section 2, we briey outline the TCP-friendly ow control algorithm proposedin [5], and the formula used in TCP throughput estimation. In Section 3, we describethe sources of error in TCP throughput estimation, and show how these errors resultin unfair allocation of bandwidth by the ow control algorithm. Section 4 containsnumerical examples which substantiate these �ndings.2 Model-based ow controlThe �rst TCP throughput estimation model was proposed by Floyd [2] and Ott etal.[7]. Their model gives the following formula:B(l) = 1:22stRTTq(l) (2.1)where l is the loss fraction of the TCP packets, and tRTT is the round trip delay ofan end-to-end path where TCP runs.l is de�ned as the probability that a packet is lost given that no previous packet inthe same round is lost (we use lact and l interchangeably). l is estimated by countingthe number of loss events over a certain period and dividing the result by the numberof packets sent.Padhye et al. [3] proposed annother model which gives a better approximationthan the earlier one. The model uses the following equation1:B(l) = stRTTq2bl3 + t0min �1; 3q3bl8 � l(1 + 32l2) (2.2)where t0 is the timeout value.1This is only an approximation formula. The complete formula can be found in [3]4



Let � be the bit rate of transmission of packets over the non-TCP connection. LetB be the total bandwidth available between the source and a given destination. Ifthere are n active TCP sessions between the source and the destination, the through-put of each, in steady state, is given by B��n .A typical model-based ow control works as follows. Using one of the above for-mulae, and estimated values of l, tRTT , and t0, the receiver of the non-TCP owcomputes a value of B(l) which is fed back to its sender. If B(l) � �, the sender setsits transmission rate to B(l). Otherwise, it increases its rate by some amount. Thereceiver continues to report a new value of B(l), and the sender makes the adjustmentof its rate accordingly. The idea is that if the feedback throughput value is accurateenough, the transmission rate eventually converges to the fair share of bandwidth(i.e., Bn+1).3 Errors in TCP Throughput Estimation and theirImpact on Resource AllocationIn this section, we look at the di�erent sources that cause errors in estimating theequivalent TCP throughput and show that their potential consequence is unfair allo-cation of resources to the non-TCP ow.3.1 Error in Loss Fraction EstimationLet lact be the actual loss fraction, and let lest be the expected value of the estimatemeasured on the non-TCP connection. Let lapp be the expected value of an estimatemeasured on one of the TCP connections. Then, we haveTHEOREM 1 lest > lapp if � < B � �nFor proof, we compare the packets sent over the non-TCP stream over the measure-ment period T , to that sent over a TCP session. Let T be equal to N round trip5



times. Let Wi, i = 1; 2; :::; N , be the number of packets sent in the ith round over theTCP connection under observation. Therefore, the number of packets sent over theTCP session is given by PNi=1Wi. The expected number of loss events is given by :LossTCP = NXi=1 WiXj=1(1� lact)j�1lactTherefore, we have: lapp = PNi=1PWij=1(1� lact)j�1lactPNi=1Wi (3.3)In the same duration, �T packets are transmitted over the non-TCP session. Theexpected number of loss events observed here is given by:LossMcast = NXi=1 T�=NXj=1 (1� lact)j�1lactThus, we have:lest = PNi=1PT�=Nj=1 (1� lact)j�1lactT� = N PT�=Nj=1 (1� lact)j�1lactT� (3.4)Since � < B��n , and TCP is in steady state (congestion avoidance mode), there aremore packets transmitted on any TCP connection, than on the non-TCP connection.Hence, PNi=1Wi > T�.LEMMA 1 For any q such that 0 < q < 1, Fm(q) = 1+q+q2+::::+qm�1m is a monotonicallydecreasing function m.PROOF : Fm+1(q) = 1+q+q2+::::+qm�1+qmm+1 . q < 1.Hence, qm < qm�1 < qm�2 < ::::: < q2 < q < 1.Fm+1(q) can be rewritten as 1+qm=m+q+qm=m+q2+qm=m::::+qm�1+qm�1=mm+1 .Thus, we have:Fm+1(q) < 1 + 1=m+ q + q=m+ :::+ qm�1 + qm�1=mm + 1 = 1 + q + :::::+ qm�1m = Fm(q)LEMMA 2 If Gm(q) = Fm(q)�m = 1 + q + q2 + :::: + qm�1, and M = PNi=1miN , thenNXi=1Gmi(q) � N �GM(q)6



PROOF : Consider the sequence fqm1 ; qm2; ::::::; qmNg. Its arithmetic mean is givenby AM(q) = PNi=1 qmiN . Its geometric mean is GM(q) = qM , where M = PNi=1miN .AM(q) � GM(q). Also, 0 < q < 1, so (1� q) > 0. Therefore, N�AM(q)1�q � N�GM(q)1�q .But N�AM(q)1�q = PNi=1Gmi(q), and N�GM(q)1�q = N �GM(q).We have: lapp = PNi=1PWij=1(1� lact)j�1lactPNi=1Wi = PNi=1GWi(1� lact)� lactPNi=1WiTherefore, from Lemma 2, it is seen that:lapp � N �GEW (1� lact)� lactN � EW where EW = PNi=1WiN (3.5)But N � EW = PNi=1Wi > �T . Hence, from Lemma 1, we have:N �GEW (1� lact)� lactN � EW < N �G(T�N )(1� lact)� lactT� (3.6)Recognize that the RHS in (3.6) is lest. Thus, combining (3.6) and (3.5) gives us theproof of Theorem 1.THEOREM 2lest < lapp if � > B � �n ; and T�N > Wi; for 1 � i � N
From Lemma 1, it follows that Gm(q)m < Gk(q)k , for k < m. Therefore, k � Gm(q) <m�Gk(q). Observe that lest may be rewritten as :lest = PNi=1 lact �G(T�=N)(1� lact)T� = lact �N � G(T�=N)(1� lact)T�Therefore, lest � T�N = lact �G(T�N )(1� lact). But T�N > Wi, for 1 � i � N .Hence, for 1 � i � N , we have:G(T�N )(1� lact)�Wi < GWi(1� lact)� T�NTaking the summation over 1 � i � N , we get:NXi=1G(T�N )(1� lact)�Wi � lact < NXi=1GWi(1� lact)� T�N � lact (3.7)7



Simplifying both sides, we get:lest � T�N � NXi=1Wi < lapp � T�N � NXi=1WiOr, lest < lapp.THEOREM 3 When � > 1RTT , lest < lact.For proof, we revisit Lemma 1. Observe that:lest = PNi=1 lact �G(T�=N)(1� lact)T� = lact � G(T�=N)(1� lact)T�=N = lact � F(T�=N)(1� lact)But TN = RTT , and T�N > 1. Therefore, from Lemma 1, it follows thatF(T�=N)(1� lact) < F1(1� lact) = 1Hence, lest < lact.3.2 Impact of Errors in Loss Fraction on TCP ThroughputEstimationFirst, consider the case where TCP throughput is estimated as a function of lact, suchas (2.2). From (2.2), it can be seen that the estimate B(l) is a decreasing functionof l. Thus, when lest < lact, the estimate B(lest) is likely to be larger than the actualvalue of B��n which is the correct feedback parameter. In the extreme case, we mayhave the following situation:Bfair < � < Bfeed = B(lest)Consider the case where the non-TCP transmission rate � is given by Bn+1 +n�B,for some �B > 0. Now, suppose we are given a function B(l) which correctlyestimates the throughput on a TCP connection given the value of the loss fractionof packets, l. Let �(l) = �dBdl > 0, for all l such that 0 < l < 1. For the value of �considered, B(l) = B��n , since we have assumed that B(l) correctly estimates TCPthroughput. Hence, B(l) = Bn+ 1 ��B8



Thus, when the value of � is greater than the fair share, Bn+1 , the feedback parameteris less than the fair share. This facilitates reduction of the transmission rate on thenon-TCP connection to preserve bandwidth fairness.However, when the feedback parameter is calculated based on lest, the estimate ofl rather than the actual value lact, there is no such guarantee. As shown earlier,lest = PNi=1PT�=Nj=1 (1� lact)j�1lactT�where T is the period of observation and N is the number of round trip times in T .Therefore, lest = lact � �l < lact. The feedback parameter B(lest) = B(lact � �l) �Bn+1 ��B + �(lact)�l. If �B < �(lact)�ln+1 , then we have:B(lest) � Bn+ 1 ��B + �(lact)�l > Bn + 1 + n�B = �Next, we consider the case where TCP throughput is calculated using a formulabased on lapp. Assuming we are provided a formula B(:) that accurately estimatesTCP throughput, we should have:B(lapp) = B � �nLet � = Bn+1 + n�B. But since we use lest instead of lapp, the feedback parameter isgiven by: B(lest) � Bn + 1 ��B + �(lapp)(lapp � lest)Thus, the following problems could be encountered:1. When � < B��n , lest > lapp. There could be a situation where B(lest) � � <Bfair.2. When � > B��n , and lest < lapp, there could be a situation where B(lest) � � >Bfair.3.3 Errors in TCP Throughput ModelIn the earlier section, we considered the error due to inaccurate estimation of the lossfraction, assuming that the throughput model to be perfect. However, it is seen that9



the throughput estimation based on (2.2) also introduces some error (see [3]). Fromthe tables provided in [3], it was observed that the relative error approached 100% incertain extreme cases. In this section, we show that this error can add on to the errorin loss fraction estimation to result in erroneous feedback to the non-TCP sender.Suppose the model estimates TCP's throughput to be Bmod(l) = Bact +B�, whereBact is the actual TCP throughput.Consider a link between two nodes with a minimum round trip time of T1 seconds.Let N1 = [Bact � T1]. Let l1 = l � �l = l � 1�(1�l)N1N1 . It is easily seen that �l > 0if N1 > 1. Let the bandwidth of the link under consideration be Btot = nBact +Bmod(l)+Bmod(l��l)2 . Now, suppose we have a ow of rate � = Bmod(l)+Bmod(l��l)2 , sharingthis link with n , n � 1, TCP connections. The throughput of each TCP session isBtot��n = Bact. Using (2.2) however, we get di�erent results. If l is estimated correctly,the TCP bandwidth is estimated as:Bmod(l) = Bact +B�Since �l > 0, and Bmod(l) is a decreasing function of l, Bmod(l ��l) > Bmod(l). So,��Bmod(l) = Bmod(l ��l)� Bmod(l)2 > 0In other words, � > Bact +B�.But l is not correctly estimated. The estimate of l is given by:lest = 1� (1� l)��RTT�� RTTwhere RTT is the mean round-trip time. Obviously, RTT � T1. Besides, � >Bact + B�. Hence, from Lemma 1, it can be seen that lest < l1 < l. We can writelest = l �Dl where Dl > �l.The estimate of the TCP bandwidth, using (2.2), is given by:Bmod(lest) = Bmod(l �Dl)As mentioned earlier, Bmod(l) is a decreasing function. Therefore,Bmod(lest) = Bmod(l �Dl) > Bmod(l ��l)10



Also, Bmod(lest)� � > Bmod(l ��l)� � = Bmod(l ��l) +Bmod(l)2 > 0The fair share is given by:Bfair = Btotn+ 1 = Bact+Bmod(l ��l)�Bmod(l)2n+ 2 < Bact+B�+Bmod(l ��l)�Bmod(l)2 = �Thus, we have a situation where Bmod(lest) > � > Bmod(l) > Bfair, i.e., one where theerror in estimating l, coupled with the error introduced by the formula (2.2) resultsin erroneous throughput estimation. In the next section, we show how this may evenresult in unfair allocation of resources.3.4 Non-Convergence to Fair-ShareIn the earlier sections, we have shown that the errors in estimating the loss fractionand errors in the TCP throughput formula could result in the following situations:(i) Bfeed > � > Bfair OR (ii) Bfeed < � < Bfairwhere � is the rate of the non-TCP ow, Bfair is the fair share, and Bfeed = B(lest)is the feedback parameter.In this section, we show that when Bfeed > (resp <)� > (resp <)Bfair, the non-TCP rate never converges to the fair share in steady state. In addition, the long-termaverage throughput of the non-TCP ow does not converge to the fair share either.We prove this for the case where Bfeed > � > Bfair, and the proof for the caseBfeed < � < Bfair is similar. We �rst observe that Bfeed = B(lest), where lest isitself a function of �. Therefore, we can write Bfeed = B
(�). Assuming B(lest) is acontinuous function, and lest is a continuous function of �, B
(�) is also continuous.We know that B
(�) > �. Hence, we have either:B
(�) = � for some � > � (3.8)Or: B
(�) > � for all � > � (3.9)11



If (3.8) is true, then the feedback parameter when the initial rate of the non-TCPow is � is given by B
(�) = �. Therefore, the rate as determined by the non-TCPow control protocol converges to � > � > Bfair. The long-term average of the owis also �.If (3.9) is true, when the initial rate �0 is greater than �, it can be seen that thefeedback parameter B
(�0) is greater than �0. Writing �1 = B
(�0), and in general,�i+1 = B
(�i) for i > 0, we have: B
(�i) > �i � �0In practice, �i+1 = min �B
(�i); Bmax�, but since �i � Bmax, we can still write:�i+1 � �i � �0This means �i > � > Bfair, for all i � 0. The long-term average of the ow is givenby: 1 = limN!1PN�1i=0 �iN > limN!1PN�1i=0 �N = � > Bfair4 Numerical ExamplesWe consider some numerical examples of cases where the ow control algorithm usingformula based feedback results in unfair allocation of resources.In the �rst example, the formula is assumed to accurately compute the TCPthroughput when the loss rate is correctly estimated, and the error in TCP through-put estimation is due to erroneous estimation of the loss fraction. There are two TCPsessions sharing the bottleneck link which has a bandwidth B of 500 KB/s. The fairshare is therefore 166.7 KB/s. We assume that the non-TCP ow has an initial rate� of 190 KB/s. An ns simulation was accordingly set-up, with two TCP connectionssharing a 4 Mb/s link with a constant bit-rate source sending packets at 190 KB/s.The observed loss fraction in the simulation is 0.0156. However, the loss fractionas estimated by dividing the number of loss events by the total number of packetstransmitted is 0.0125. Using the same simulation set-up, it was determined that aloss fraction of .0125 corresponds to an actual transmitting rate � of 120 KB/s by12



the constant bit-rate source. Therefore, any correct formula estimates the TCP rateas B��n = 500�1202 = 190. In other words, the feedback parameter Bfeed is equal to� though � is signi�cantly larger than the fair share. Since � = 190, this leaves lessthan 155 KB/s for either of the TCP connections. Thus, the bandwidth allocationto � is at least 23% greater than that for each TCP connection.In the second example, we illustrate the e�ects of estimating the TCP throughputbased on the formula given in (2.2). There could be an error introduced by theformula, compounded by an error due to inaccurate estimation of the loss fraction.Among the measurements provided in [3], we consider the case where 100 seriallyinitiated TCP connections were established for 100 second intervals between twohosts. An average throughput of 17.13 KB/s was observed per connection, with a lossfraction of 0.0078, mean RTT of 0.2501 seconds and time out period of 2.5127. Thethroughput estimation, as given by (2.2) was 33.4 KB/s. Now, suppose the bottleneckis a 496 KB/s (� 4 Mbps) link shared with 27 TCP sessions. The fair share is 17.75KB/s, but when � = 33.5 KB/s, the TCP throughput is 17.13 KB/s. Assuming theTO and RTT parameters are the same as in the measurement described above, theapproximate loss fraction lapp is .0078, and the formula in (2.2) estimates the TCPthroughput as 33.4 KB/s. Assuming lact � lapp, and applying the transformationfor lest given in (3.4), the estimate of the loss fraction on the non-TCP connectionis .0076. Substituting this value for l in equation (2.2), Bfeed = B(l) is 34.01 KB/swhich is higher than � although � itself is higher than the fair share. Thus, theresource allocation to � is atleast about 89% higher than the fair share.References[1] V. Jacobson, \Congestion Avoidance and Control," Proceedings of ACM SIG-COMM'88, August 1988.[2] S. Floyd, \ Connections with Multiple Congested Gateways in Packet-SwitchedNetworks Part 1: One-way Tra�c," Computer Communications Review, vol. 21,no. 5, October 1991. 13
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